
Phonics Home Learning 
Week commencing 1st March 2021

https://youtu.be/_p6kRH8YN54

Please click on the link below

https://youtu.be/_p6kRH8YN54


Weekly Plan for Phonics

Day 1 – ure
Day 2 – ure
Day 3 – ure

Day 4 – tricky words



Day 1



Click on the picture above and it will take you onto Phonics Play.

Log in using the free username and password.

Username: jan21 and Password: home

Choose the Phases 3 and 5, click start and practice saying each sound out aloud.

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources/phase/5/flashcards-speed-trials


Revisit:

•Can you remember which sound we 
were looking at last week ?



er

Can you remember the different 
ways to write the er grapheme?



This week :

We are going to explore the 
different ways to spell the 
grapheme

ure



Can you think of any 
other ways to write 
the ure sound?



ure grapheme

•ure – pure , manure, sure, 
cure

• oor- moor, poor

•our – tour, tourist, your,

Here are the different 
ways of spelling the 

ure grapheme.

This 
week:



Can you find the words with the ure sound in the 
text? Write them down into your home learning 

books.



Did you 
manage to 
spot the 
words?







Click on the picture above and it will take you onto Phonics Play.

Log in using the free username and password.

Username: jan21 and Password: home

Choose the Phases 3 and 5, click start and practice saying each sound out aloud..

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources/phase/5/flashcards-speed-trials


ure



Can you remember any 
other ways to write 
the ure sound?



ure grapheme

•ure – pure , manure, sure, 
cure

• oor- moor, poor

•our – tour, tourist, your,

Here are the different 
ways of spelling the 

ure grapheme.

This 
week:



Log on to Phonics Play 

1)       Log in using the free 
username and password.

Username: jan21 and 
Password: home

• 2) click 

• 3) click 

4) click

5)  Click 



Here is an example of what to do:







Click on the picture above and it will take you onto Phonics Play.

Log in using the free username and password.

Username: jan21 and Password: home

Choose the Phases 3 and 5, click start and practice saying each sound out aloud.

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources/phase/5/flashcards-speed-trials


ure



Can you remember any 
other ways to write the
ure sound?



ure grapheme

•ure – pure , manure, sure, 
cure

• oor- moor, poor

•our – tour, tourist, your,

Here are the different 
ways of spelling the 

ure grapheme.

This 
week:



Read and write 
these sentences 
and then underline 
the letters that 
make the ure
sound in each 
word.









Click on the picture above and it will take you onto Phonics Play.

Log in using the free username and password.

Username: jan21 and Password: home

Time yourself for 2 minutes: How many flashcards can you get through?

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources/phase/5/flashcards-time-challenge


Sometimes we cannot use our phonics to read words so we 
call them tricky words.



TRICKY WORDS 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NOzg
R1ANc4

Look closely at these words. Practice 
writing them in your home learning book.

little   have    called    when      their

Click on the link below and watch the tricky words song : phase 4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NOzgR1ANc4




https://youtu.be/bks67p-m9qs

please click on the link:

https://youtu.be/bks67p-m9qs


Spelling test :

1. Ameena _______ a lot when her sister takes her favourite toy.

2. The eagle ________ high up in the sky.

3. The puddle _______ up quickly on a hot day.

4. Mobeen ______ to climb up a ladder but falls down.

5.   My friend always ______ straight way when I email her.

6 . My brother _______ 3 heavy bags to the car.

7. My dad ______ some delicious samosas for us.

8. All day the _______ were crying !

9. The farmer _______ fresh fruit and vegetables to the local shop.

10. Run ! There are ______ everywhere!


